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Abstract. The State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) was administered to 43 
normal volunteers imm~iate~y before and after a positron emission tomography 
(PET) procedure with [J*~-2-fluoro-2~eoxy-D-glucose (r*F-FDG). High trait- 
anxious individuals had significantly higher state (situational) anxiety associated 
with the PET scan procedure than did low trait-anxious persons. State anxiety 
decreased significantly for all respondents following the PET scan procedure. No 
significant relationships between global or regional cortical metabolic rates and 
state anxiety were observed. The direct cortical metabolic effects of heightened 
anxiety in the scan setting, should they exist, are likely obscured in the normal 
variance of the ‘SF-FDG method. 

Key Words. Positron emission tomography, anxiety, cerebral metabolic rate, 
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Individuals often report increases in anxiety when undergoing medical diagnostic 
procedures, including positron emission tomography (PET), xenon- 133 inhalation, 
and myelography (Dar et al., 1986; Gur et al., 1987). This has been attributed to 
concerns by the subjects that procedural aspects of the test might lead to physical 
discomfort, as well as apprehension about the diagnostic implications of the results 
(Reivich and Alavi, 1985; Berent et al., 1986). In evaluating the possible impact of 
anxiety on neuronal activity in the brain as measured by PET, Reivich and his 
colleagues studied 18 healthy males with the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI; 
Spielberger, 1983) during and after undergoing [“FJ-2-fluoro-2deoxy-D-glucose 
(IrF-FDG) scans (see reviews by Reivich et al., 1983; Reivich and Alavi, 1985; 
Reivich and Gur, 1985). Their resulting scatterplots with state anxiety suggested a 
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curvilinear relationship with frontocorticai metabolic rates. In another study with 14 
normal subjects, cortical values for whole brain metabolism were negatively related 
to state anxiety scores (Gut et al., 19X7). The authors suggested that this finding 
represented “the negative linear component of the postulated inverted-(1 relationship 

between anxiety and cortical activity” (p. 176). Other investigators, however, have 
obtained equivocal results when examining the relationship between cortical 
metabolic rates as measured with PET and anxiety level within the scan setting. 

Duara et al. (1984) obtained an anxiety score by ranking the incidence of verbal, 
motor, and behavioral signs of anxiety (e.g., fidgeting, excessive sweating, and 

hyperventilation) before and during PET scanning. They related this measure to a 
large number of regional metabolic values. Of the 150 coefficients examined, only 

three were significant (positive correlations) and this was interpreted as evidence o! 

no overall relationship between cerebral metabolism and anxiety as measured by 
behaviora observation. Also, ~uchsbaum et al. (1985) obtained no signi~can~ 
relationships between STAI scores and either local or global metabolic rates for 
schizophrenic patients. 

1‘0 date, no conclusive relationship has been established between anxiety level 
within the PET scan setting and either global or regional measures of rsF-FDG 

cerebral metabolism for normal subjects. The present study uses a standardized. 
objective procedure to clarify this relationship, as well as directly testing the 
hypothesis of a curvilinear relationship among these variables. 

Methods 

Subjects. Subjects were 43 normal volunteers who ranged in age from 18 to 7 I years (mean = 
40.44, SD = 15.45). Twenty of the subjects were males and 23 were females. All participants in 
the study underwent a thorough medical and neuropsychological evaluation before the exam 
and were found to be free of any medical, neurological, or DSM-III-R (American Psychiatric 
Association, 1987) psychiatric disorder. Subjects were not taking any prescription drugs or 
over the counter medications for at least 3 days before the PET scan. Participants were 
recruited through local advertisements. 

Anxiety Measure. The STAl is a unique self-report instrument in that it provides a 
quantifiable measure of both state and trait aspects of anxiety. State anxiety has been defined 
as the emotional reaction or pattern of responses occurring within an individual who appraises 
a situation as potentially dangerous or threatening (Spielberger, 1983). Trait anxiety measures 
the relatively stable degree to which one generally perceives certain situations as threatening, 
and responds with heightened state anxiety reactions (Spielberger, 1983). Thus, the trait 
measure pertains to “anxiety proneness.” 

Self-report measures of state anxiety with the STAl were first administered to subjects 
following completion of all consent forms and preliminary preparations, immediately before 
entering the scanner room to recline on the gantry. State and trait STAI measures of anxiety 
were also repeated immediately after the PET scan procedure was completed and subjects 
were removed from the scanner. In addition, all subjects were asked to take home the full state 
and trait STAI forms and complete them on the third evening following their scan. However, 
no attempt was made to follow up on this request and some of the subjects did not return their 
inventories. 

The first 22 subjects were given the complete 20-item STAI State scale. A standard five-item 
version of the STAI State scale (O’Neil, 1972) is also available and was used for the repeated 
monitoring of the remaining subjects. The modified STAI was specifically developed (O’Neil, 



1972) for use when time constraints might necessitate a shorter instrument than the entire 
ZO-item s&e. This briefor modified STAl consists of the five items that had the highest item 
remainder correlation coefficients (items 1,3,5, 13, and 15) in the original validity studies for 
the development of the full inventory (see Spielberger et al., 1970, Appendix C). A high 
correlation (r = 0.92, df= 2 I ,p < O.OOl) was obtained between the scores for the modified and 
full STAI for the first 22 subjects who took the full 20-item scale. This demonstrated that the 
five-item version of the STAI State measure yielded essentially similar information as the full 
20-item scale. This modified scale could then be used for the remaining subjects to reduce the 
amount of time and paper work and facilitate the PET scanning procedure. In the resuits 
reported below, the analyses are presented for the full STAI State scale with the initial 22 
volunteers as well as for the shortened five-item scale for all of the subjects. To evaluate any 
possible change in state anxiety resulting from the required arterial cathete~zation, a subset of 
patients {n = 20) was also given the modified State scale immediately after the in~rtion of the 
arterial catheter. 

PET Scan Ptmdure and Regional Cortical Analysis. Subjects were scanned in a quiet, 
dimly lit room with minimal background noise, eyes blindfolded, ears unplugged, while 
resting, awake, and supine. Scans were begun 30 min after the i.v. injection of an V-FDG 
bolus (IO mCi). The IsF-FDG was synthesized by a modification of the method of 
Ehrenkaufer and colleagues (Hamacher et al., 1986), with a radiochemical purity > 95%. PET 
scans were performed with a Cyclotron Corporation PCT 4600A tomograph having an in- 
plane resolution of I1 mm full width at half maximum (FWHM) and a Z-axis resotution of 9.5 
mm FWHM. A Iaser was used to align the head along the canthomeatat line with the head 
maintained in an immobile position throughout the study. Five planes with I I.5 mm eenter- 
to-center separation were imaged simultaneously. For each patient, four sets of scans were 
taken and included two interleaved sets through the tower brain tevels and two interleaved sets 
through higher brain levels (total of 20 s&es). Each slice was separated by 5.75 mm, and an 
attenuation correction was calculated by a standard ellipse method modiiied to account for 
attenuation from the headhotder and skull. Blood sampies were colfected from the radial 
artery. 

Local cerebral metabolic rate for glucose (IC!MR& was calculated using a three- 
compartment model and single scan approximation described by Phelps et al. (I 979) with gray 
matter kinetic constants derived from normal subjects (Hawkins et al., 1983) and a lumped 
constant of 0.5 I. To obtain a global measure of l*F-FDG metabolism for the cerebral cortex, 
an automated region of interest program was used to define a symmetrical cortical ribbon 
adjacent to the outer rim of the brain and approximately I.5 cm in width. Whole brain 
metabolic rate for glucose was then measured in the cortical ribbon fdr five consecutive slices, 
beginning with the lowest slice containing the basal ganglia. The average value for these five 
slices was used as the cortical metabolic rate ~ICMR~l”) for normalizing the various regionai 
measures described below. For the purposes of reglonaf, PET image analysis, three cortical 
slices were selected which would encompass the critical range of projections from the fimbic 
region to the neocortex (cf. Nauta, 1972; Gray, 19821, and which had anatomical Landmarks 
that allowed their reliable identification by three i~ependent observers. The foilowing three 
slices were selected for study: (A) the’slice for which the frontal and occipital cortical regions 
were metabolically apparent, coincident with the head of the caudate nucleus; (B) the slice 
where the dorsal portions of the caudate nuclei were metabolically most prominent; and (C) 
the initial slice (posterior to anterior) in which the lateral ventricles were fully bisected along 
the midline (see Fig. I). The automated region of interest (AR) program was used to divide the 
cortical ribbon obtained for each of the three slices into four equal sections for each 
hemisphere, to obtain the average pixel value (absolute metabolic value given in mgi 100 
g[min) for each section (see Fig. 2). Cortical sections were then assigned to specific anatomical 
regions according to a comparison with the brain atlas developed by Matsui and Hirano 
( 1978). 

Since the variance between subjects has been shown to be considerably less for normalized 
regional metabolic values as opposed to absolute vafues (Duara et al., f987), both absolute 



Fig. 1. PET scan slices selected for analysis of leF-FDG cortical metabolism 

PET = positron emission tomography. ‘*F-FDG - (~BF]-2-fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose. The following 3 slices were 
selected for study: (A) the slice for which the frontal and occipital cortical regions were metabolically apparent 
coincident with the head of the caudate nucleus; (B) the slice where the dorsal portions of the caucfate nuclei were 
metabolically most prominent; and (C) the initial slice (posterior to anterior) in which the lateral ventricles were fully 
bisected along the midline. 

Fig. 2. Metabolic value for each of 8 sections 

An automated r~ion~f-inter~t program was used to divide the cortical ribbon for each of the 3 slices into 8 equal 
sections, 4 for each hemisphere. to obtain the metabolic value fmg/loO glmin) for each section. 
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and normalized values for the cortical sections were compared to the state anxiety measures. 
This is also consistent with other PET studies that have examined brain/behavior 
relationships with regional cortical values (Haxby et al., 1986; Haier et al., 1988). The 
metabolic value for a given section (ICMlQu) was normalized by dividing it by the metabolic 
value for the average CMRgtu for the five shces described above. As a further means of 
evaluating any relationship between state anxiety and cortical metabolism, metabolic rates for 
the cortical ribbon sections were also normalized to a subcortical rather than a cortical value, 
the thalamus. Metabolic values for the thalamus were obtained from a regional analysis 
program described in Gilman et al. (1988). 

Hemispheric differences were also examined as follows: the proportion of right to left 
hemispheric local cerebral metabolic activity was calculated for each slice by dividing the 
metabolic value for the sum of the right cerebral sections (RBM& by the sum of the 
metabolic values for the left (LBM& plus right sections divided by two: 

RBMgd[WMg~, + LBMg~,)/21. 

Statistical Analyses. A three-factor analysis from the P3V program of the BM DP statistical 
software package (Jennrich and Sampson, 1985) was used to evaluate statistical significance of 
the present findings. This particular program computes a x2 statistic for the maximum 
likelihood ratios when setting each of the factors of interest to zero. The dependent variable 
was the abbreviated STAI state anxiety score, and the independent variables were trait anxiety 
(above group median, below group median), gender (male, female), and the repeated measure 
of testing period (pre-scan, post-scan). Age was included as a covariate in this analysis. A 
paired t test was used to compare the pre-scan and arterial-line anxiety scores to determine if 
patient anxiety changed significantly between these two points of the procedure. Similar 
comparisons were made for state and trait anxiety measures taken immediately after the scan 
procedure and at home a few days later. 

Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were used to study the relationship 
between the modified and full forms of the State scale and between anxiety levels and cerebral 
metabolic activity. As a specific test of the hypothesis of a curvilinear relationship between 
anxiety and metabolic values, polynomial regression coefficients were computed. 

Results 

Effects of Trait Anxiety Level and Gender on State Anxiety. For the repeated 
anxiety measures, there were no significant differences between state anxiety before 
the procedure (pre-scan) and following arterial catheter insertion (t = -0.13, df = 18, 
p = 0.90), or between post-scan and home scores for state (t = 0.71, df = 35, 
p = 0.48) and trait (t = 1.98, df = 35, p = 0.06) anxiety. To evaluate the significance 
of trait anxiety as a factor in the present results, the present sample was divided into 
two groups-those above and those below the median post-scan trait score (median 
score = 33). When state anxiety was the dependent variable, the factor of trait 
anxiety level was significant &* = 10.32, df = 1, n = 43, p < 0.001). The above- 
median individuals had considerably higher overall state anxiety values (mean 
= 37.20, SD =’ 7.85) than did low trait-anxious individuals (mean = 26.96, SD = 
7.06) (see Fig. 3). However, neither group average could be considered unusually 
high or pathological according to the norms established for normal young adults for 
the STAI in Spielberger et al. (1970, Table 1). 

The factor of gender also proved significant (x2 = 3.93, df = I, n = 43, p < 0.05), 
with females having higher overall state anxiety (mean = 34.44, SD = 7.93) than 
males (mean = 28.60, SD = 9.29). There were, however, no significant gender 
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Fig. 3. State anxiety at 3 time points in high and low trait-anxiety subjects 
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Subjects were grouped on the basis of trait anxiety (high vs. low) and compared on state anxiety (pre-scan, post-scan, 
and at home). 

Table 1. State anxiety and Regional CMRglU: Pearson product-moment 
correlation coefficients for cortical regions with both modified and full 
STAI state anxiety measures 

After 
Before scan catheter After scan 

Modified Full Modified Modified Full 
Cortical regions (n = 43) (n=22) (n= 19) (n=41) ___ (n= 22) 

L&t hemisphere’ 

Superior & middle 

frontal2 -0.04 0.34 0.04 0.04 0.28 

Superior temporal 0.03 0.18 0.01 -0.14 -0.05 

Middle & inferior 

temporal -0.03 “0.10 -0.30 -0.10 -0.28 

Occipital 0.15 -0.04 0.13 0.02 -0.08 

Right hemisphere 

Superior & middle 

frontal* -0.11 0.21 -0.02 0.07 0.25 

Superior temporal 0.06 -0.06 -0.19 0.15 0.09 

Middle & inferior 

temporal -0.01 -0.26 -0.02 0.17 O.f3 

Occipital 0.03 -0.15 0.23 0.01 0.22 

Whole cortex 0.13 0.20 -0.12 0.26 0.18 

Note. None of the coefficients in the above table are statistically significant. CMRgtu = cortical metabolic rate of 
glucose. STAI = State-Trait Anxiety Inventory. 

1. The far left-hand column contains the cortical area that coincides with the slice 3.40 cm above the canthomeatal line 
for each of the cortical sections obtained with the automated region of interest program. 
2. Also portions of the inferior frontal gyrus. 



differences for any of the rsF-FDG measures used in the present analysis. For the 
sample as a whole, the repeated-measure factor was significant &2 = 16.10, u!!=r I, 
n = 86, p < 0.001) in that respondents generally had higher state anxiety before the 
scan (mean = 33.95, SD = 11.53) than afterwards (mean = 28.98, SD = 9.67). 
Furthermore, the interaction effect for trait anxiety level by repeated measure was 
significant &2 = 10.81, d’= 1, n = 43, p < O.OOl), indicating that the decrease in 
state anxiety following the scan was greater for high trait-anxious individuals (see 
Fig. 3). 

The gender by repeated-measure interaction was not significant &* = 0.13, df= 1, 
n = 86). The proportion of females to males did not signi~cantly differ between high 
and low average trait-anxious groups (x2 = 0.64, df= 1, n = 43, p = 0.42), though 
propo~ionately more females than males were high trait-anxious (12 females vs. 8 
males) and fewer females were low trait-anxious (11 females vs. 12 males). The 
covariate, age, was not found to be significant in any of the above analyses. 
Furthermore, age was not significantly correlated to CMR,l, or any of the state or 
trait anxiety measures. 

Relationship Between Cerebral Metabolism and State Anxiety. No 
significant correlations were found between CMR,t, and state anxiety before the 
scanning procedure, immediately after the insertion of the arterial catheter, or 
immediately after completion of the scanning procedure. This is apparent in a 
scatterplot of the relationship between CMR,t, and both the full and modified state 
anxiety measures (see Fig. 4). An anxiety value across the scanning session was also 
estimated by averaging the pre- and post-scan state anxiety scores. This value also 
did not correlate significantly with CMR,t,. Correlations between the above anxiety 
measures and the relative right-left ratio of hemispheric metabolic activity were also 
nonsignificant in every case. To test specifically for a curvilinear relationship 
between the various anxiety measures and CMR,l,, we replicated the above analyses 
with a polynomial regression model, and found that this did not significantly 

Fig. 4. Relationship between cortical metabolic rate for glucose and state 
anxiety measures taken before the PET scan 
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*F-FIX = [~BF]-2-flucto-2-deoxy-o-glucose. PET = positron emission to~aphy. Both the 5-item and 20-item forms 
of the S&iii-Trait Anxiety inventory were used. 



improve the regression fit, and in every case the correlations were inslgnificant. 
Using an analysis of variance model, when the present sample was divided into three 
groups on the basis of their pre-scan state anxiety scores, the three groups did not 
differ significantly from one another on C’MR,,,. The same was true when the 
groups were divided on the basis of their post-scan state anxiety scores. 

No significant correlations were found when comparing the state anxiety measures 
to the ICMR,,, values in the various cortical ribbon sections. Table I presents the 

coefficients between ICMR,,, and the modified and full state anxiety measures 

immediately before the scan, after catheter insertion, and immediately after the PET 
scan session. This was true whether metabolic values were averaged across the three 

cortical slices or for each slice individually. Normalizing the metabolic rates to either 
CMR,,, or a subcortical structure (thalamus) did not result in statistically significant 
correlations. Testing for a hypothesized curvilinear relationship by replicating the 

above analyses using a polynomial regression model did not alter the nature of the 
results. Also, z tests comparing the correlation coefficients from the frontal section 
to those sections corresponding to other cortical regions (temporal, parietal, and 

occipital lobes) did not reveal a differentially stronger relationship for the frontal 
region as compared to other regions of the brain. 

Discussion 

In the present study, high trait-anxious individuals had significantly higher state 
anxiety at the time of their PET scan than did low trait-anxious persons. 

Furthermore, the state anxiety of all subjects decreased significantly following 
completion of the PET scan procedure, particularly for those who were more trait 
anxious. That such factors as trait anxiety level and gender are significantly related 

to the propensity toward heightened state anxiety in the evaluative setting is 
consistent with findings in the general anxiety research literature (Green, 1976). The 

high correlation between modified and full state anxiety measures demonstrated 

that. for this study population, both versions of the scale were congruent. Also, the 
fact that no significant differences were found for state and trait scores between 

post-scan and home scores suggested that state anxiety had returned to approximate 
baseline by the completion of the scan and reaffirmed the stability of trait anxiety 
scores. The insertion of the arterial catheter as part of the PET procedure also did 

not appear to affect anxiety levels appreciably. Despite the fact that women have 
been reported to have significantly higher metabolic values under the ‘*F-FDG 

method (Baxter et al., 1987), we did not obtain this result with our gender groups, 
although women in our sample did report significantly higher state anxiety levels. 

The significant differences in state anxiety between high and low trait-anxious 
subjects, as well as the significant reduction in state anxiety following the scan for 
both groups, suggests substantial individual differences in this behavioral response 
during even a “nonactivation state” scan session. In this study, however, neither 
regional nor global ‘SF-FDG metabolism corresponded to these differences in self- 
report anxiety measures. Lateralized differences were not observed with respect to 
cerebral hemispheric metabolic activity in relation to the anxiety measures. Thus, if 
anxiety level does indeed perturb the reliability of global or regional measures of 
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cerebral metabolism, such effects are most likely lost in the normal variance of the 
fluorodeoxyglucose method. 

The present results are consistent with previous reports (Duara et al., 1984; 
Buchsbaum et al., 1985) that found no significant correlations between anxiety and 
cerebral metabolism, A followup PET scan concomitant with low self-report of 
anxiety, however, would have served as a more powerful “test-retest” paradigm to 
demonstrate no differences in cerebral metabolic rate between high and low anxious 
conditions. Relevant to this issue is a study by Reiman et al. (1989) in which they 
reported significant blood flow increases in bilateral temporal poles for normal 
subjects anticipating painful electric shock. However, Rodriguez et al. (1989) 
reported statistically significant negative correlations between STAI state anxiety 
measures taken immediately following a xenon-133 scan and both regional and 
global cortical blood flow values. In interpreting these findings, though, it is 
important to consider the effects of anxiety-induced breathing changes on cerebral 
blood flow levels in the brain. Mountz et al. (1989) when taking into account 
hypocapnia (blood PCO, measures) from anxiety-induced hyperventilation, found 
no significant differences in CBF between alternating resting and phobic arousal 
states. This was despite the fact that in their study, dramatic increases in state anxiety 
were demonstrated when the patients were presented with the anxiety-evoking 
stimulus. 

There was a methodological difference between the present study and those 
previous reports that have noted a relationship between cerebral metabolism and 
state anxiety (Reivich et al., 1983; Reivich and Alavi, 1985; Reivich and Gur, 1985; 
Gur et al., 1987). Our subjects were scanned with ears open but eyes blindfolded, 
whereas in the other reports, subjects were scanned with both eyes and ears open. 
Mazziotta and Phelps (1985) however, noted significant regional hemispheric 
reductions in cortical metabolism in response to having both the eyes and ears 
occluded, suggesting that this methodological difference would not explain the 
disparity in our findings with those of Gur, Reivich, and colleagues. 

Reivich and his co-workers noted that in their initial analyses, their findings 
suggested a curvilinear relationship between frontal cortical metabolism and anxiety. 
In a study of 14 subjects, Gur et al. (1987) also reported a curvilinear relationship 
between whole brain cortical metabolism and anxiety. Their suggestion of a 
curvilinear relationship was primarily derived from their use of the statistical 
analysis technique, local smoothing. They applied this technique to a sample of 14 
subjects, even though O’Sullivan et al. (1986) have cautioned that this exploratory 
analysis approach is particularly suited only for samples over n = 50. In the present 
study, we were unable to substantiate the proposed curvilinear relationships using 
standard polynomial regression techniques. 

Gur et al. did note that their subjects undergoing PET scan tended to have higher 
state anxiety values than subjects undergoing xenon-133. The resulting negative 
metabolism/ anxiety correlation was thought to reflect the negatively sloping portion 
of the postulated inverted-U relationship between anxiety and cortical activity. The 
anxiety values for our subjects, however, constituted a very broad range (see Fig. 4) 
which should have encompassed both ends of the hypothesized inverted-U 



relationship. Individual difference characteristics such as age, tendency toward 
extreme levels of anxiety, or specific diagnostic groupings for medical disorders can 
be important considerations and deserve further study to clarify the relationship 

between anxiety and measures of cortical metabolism (Kuhl, 1983; Bercnt et ai.. 
1986; Betley et al.. 198X). Although we did not find a significant relationship between 

CM IQ,, and self-report anxiety measures. anxiety level may still be an rmportam 

consideration in the study of brain-behavior relationships. For example, the impact 
of anxiety or behavioral disturbance on cognitive performance (Berent, 1986) may be. 

especially important in interpreting the relationship between brain metabolism and 
cognition, especially during PEI’ behavior-al actjvation paradigms. 

We conclude that sub.jects do react with increases in anxiety in response to the 
I8F-FDG procedure in a manner similar lo reactions to other novel and potentiaIly 

intimidating medical procedures. Individual differences are apparent in these 

findings and will need to be considered in future research and planning for routine 

patient care. While anxiety did not perturb C‘MR,,, here, the effects could be 
different when groups other than normals are scanned or when radiotracers other 

than ‘SF‘-FIX arc used. 
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